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One-Mediator Model of Exposure Effects Is Still Viable
Michael H. Birnbaum and Barbara A. Mellers
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Birnbaum and Mellers criticized the use of partial correlation and multiple regression by Moreland and Zajonc to argue for two independent effects of stimulus exposure on liking. The null hypothesis that one variable mediates the effect
of the independent variable on the dependent variables was not tested by their
analyses. In response, Moreland and Zajonc reanalyzed their data, using structural equations analysis, and replied that there is evidence to support their
previous conclusions. However, the present article shows that the small residuals
from the one-mediator model may be due to shared nonlinearity (correlated
errors) in three of the dependent variables. This simpler interpretation achieves
a better fit to the Moreland and Zajonc data than the two-mediator model they
advocated. Since the null hypothesis of one mediator is still viable, the burden
of proof rests on those who contend that there is more to the exposure effect
than stimulus recognition.

Moreland and Zajonc (1977) replicated
the exposure effect, that is, the finding that
stimuli that are presented with greater frequency will be rated more favorably. They
also asked their subjects to rate their familiarity with the stimuli, and they found a significant partial correlation between liking
and exposure frequency when rated familiarity was partialed out. This partial correlation (and related regression analyses) led
them to conclude that there is an additional,
"independent" effect of exposure frequency
on liking that is not mediated by stimulus
recognition.
Birnbaum and Mellers (1979) questioned
the use of partial correlation and regression
in this argument. They pointed out that the
null hypothesis that a single variable (e.g.,
recognition) mediates the effect of the independent variable on both dependent variables
predicts that both partials should have the
same sign as the original correlations. Only
if the dependent variable measuring recognition is assumed to be perfectly correlated
with the mediator does the regression analyRequests for reprints should be sent to Michael
H. Birnbaum, Department of Psychology, University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois 61820.

sis test the null hypothesis. Otherwise, lack
of perfect validity of the dependent variable
vitiates the analysis.
Birnbaum and Mellers (1979) presented
path models both for the null hypothesis of
one mediator and for the alternative hypothesis that a second mediator is required.
Implications of the models and methods to
distinguish them were described. These methods were applied to the three major variables
in Moreland and Zajonc (1977) with the
result that no evidence was found to require
the hypothesis of two mediators over the
simpler hypothesis of one.
In response to these arguments, Moreland
and Zajonc (1979) reanalyzed their data,
using structural equations analysis. They argued that when all five variables are considered, a case can be made for the existence
of an extra path from stimulus frequency to
liking, in addition to the path via subjective
recognition. However, the present article will
show that the residuals from the one-mediator model, fit to all five variables, are small
in magnitude and are not of the form anticipated by the Moreland and Zajonc model.
Instead, they can be explained by the simpler
hypothesis that some of the dependent variables are nonlinearly related to the single
mediator.
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One or Two Mediators?
The diagram in Figure 1 is an extension
of Birnbaum and Mellers (1979, Expression
9) for all five variables reported by Moreland and Zajonc (1977).
The diagram indicates that the independent
variable, frequency of stimulus exposure, affects a mediator, "subjective recognition,"
which in turn influences the four dependent
variables, rated affect (liking), rated familiarity, rated recognition confidence, and recognition accuracy. Moreland and Zajonc (1977,
1979) argue that there is an additional, independent effect of stimulus exposure on liking,
presumably via a second mediator, labeled
"subjective affect" in Figure 1.
The one-mediator model is a special case
of Figure 1 with 6 = 0. The model favored
by Moreland and Zajonc (1979, Figure 1),
although written in more complex form, is
also a special case of Figure 1, with Ci = c<i —
ca = 0.
One-Mediator Model
Table 1 shows the residual correlations that
remain after fitting a linear one-mediator
model (b = 0, Ci — c2 = cs = 0) to the correlations for both experiments of Moreland
and Zajonc (1977; see Table 1 of Birnbaum
& Mellers, 1979). Models were fit to maximum
likelihood criterion by means of ACOVS and
LISREL III (Joreskog, 1974; Joreskog, Gruvaeus, & van Thillo, 1970; Joreskog & So'rbom, 1976). In general, the residual correlations in Table 1 are small in magnitude. In
particular, the largest deviation does not occur for the residual correlation between liking
(affect) and frequency (only .03 and .06 for
Experiments 1 and 2), which might be expected to be large if there is an extra causal
path from frequency to liking. Instead, the
largest residual for both experiments is for
the correlation between recognition accuracy
and recognition confidence (.08 and .18).
One can reasonably ask if the residual correlations in Table 1, which (for Experiment
2) are based on 10 ratings from each of 40
subjects, are of sufficient magnitude to reject
the one-mediator model. Moreland and Zajonc
(1979) contend that the lack of fit for this

Fomiliorlty •*Stimulus
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1
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Figure 1. Path diagram representing theories of
stimulus exposure. (The coefficient Hi represents the
correlation between stimulus exposure and a mediator, labeled "subjective recognition," which in turn
is correlated with the four dependent variables with
coefficients of oa, a-,\, at, and an. The errors, e\
through et represent residuals, analogous to uniquenesses in factor analysis. The coefficient 6 represents
the effect of stimulus exposure on liking apart from
its effect via the first mediator. The correlations
Ci, Ci, and c« allow for correlated errors, which
could be produced by shared nonlinearity of the
dependent variables measuring recognition. The
issue at hand is whether the data of Moreland and
Zajonc (1977) provide sound evidence to reject
the null hypothesis that b = 0.)

model is evidence of a second mediator. It
will be shown below that this pattern of small
residual correlations can be better fit by a
one-mediator model, which allows the errors
in the recognition measures to be correlated
(i.e., the cs in Figure 1 are not fixed to zero).
Shared nonlinearity of the recognition measures would predict correlated errors.
Nonlinearity in Moreland and
Zajonc Data
Figure 2A plots the means of the four dependent variables as a function of the independent variable, log stimulus frequency, as
reported in Table 3 of Moreland and Zajonc
(1977). The ordinate has been recalibrated
linearly so that all four dependent variables
can be shown simultaneously. The one-mediator model and the two-mediator model both
imply that the curves should all be linear.
Should two variables share common nonlinearity, the residual correlation in Table 1
is expected to be positive. All three recognition measures appear to be nonlinearly related
to frequency of stimulus exposure. Furthermore, recognition confidence and recognition
accuracy appear to share a common cubic
trend in relation to the other curves. A similar pattern was evident for Experiment 1.
Thus, the two variables that show the largest
residual from the one-mediator model (Table
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Table 1
Residuals From One-Mediator Linear Model
Frequency
Frequency
Affect
Familiaritv
Confidence
Accuracy

Liking
.03

.06
-.03
-.01
-.05

-.02
-.06
-.11

Familiarity

Confidence

.01
-.01

.02
.02
-.06

-.02
.13

Accuracy
-.07
-.06
.04
.08

.18

Note. Each entry is the residual correlation after fitting a one-mediator model to the correlations obtained by
Moreland and Zajonc (1977). Values above the diagonal are for Experiment 1; values below the diagonal are
for Experiment 2. Liking and affect are corresponding measures for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. The
question under consideration is whether correlations of this pattern and magnitude, based on 10 judgments
from each of 40 subjects (Experiment 2), warrant rejection of the one-mediator model. Note that the largest
residuals involve accuracy, which is nonlinearly related to frequency (Figure 2).

1) are the two that are most nonlinearly related to the others (Figure 2A).
Nonlinearity Can Produce
Correlated Residuals
To illustrate how shared nonlinearity can
produce deviations from a one-mediator model,
a hypothetical data set was constructed from
the following one-mediator model:

F =
Yi =
F2 =
F3 =
F4 =

ues of the dependent variables, F1; F2, F8,
and F4, according to Equation 1. The mean
values for F for each level of X are shown
in Figure 2B, plotted for comparison with
Figure 2A. For the hypothetical example,
variables F2, F3, and F4 share a common
nonlinear (quadratic) relationship with the
other two variables. If the data were generated
without the F2 terms, the curves would be
linear; therefore, the linear one-mediator
model (with b = Ci = c2 = cs fixed to zero
in Figure 1) would fit perfectly.
The correlation matrix, generated from the

(1)

where X is the manipulated independent variable (analogous to stimulus exposure in Figure 1); YI through F4 are the measured, dependent variables; F is the mediating factor
(analogous to subjective recognition); the
addition of .33F2 produces nonlinear relationships between F2 through F4 and F; and e\
through eB are mutually uncorrelated error
terms. The value .33 for the coefficient of F2
was chosen so that the degree of nonlinearity
would be roughly comparable to that in the
data of Moreland and Zajonc (1977), as in
Figure 2A. To generate the 160 hypothetical
cases, 5 values of X, ( — 2, —1, 0, 1, 2) were
factorially combined with 2 values of e\ ( —1,
1) to produce 10 values of F. These values of
F were factorially combined with two levels
of each error (e2— —1.1, 1.1; £3 — —4, 4;
e4 = —3, 3; e5 = —2, 2) to generate the val-

A. Moreland 8 Zajonc
(1977) Ex p. 2 ,
'Affect

&
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Figure 2. A. Mean values of affect, rated familiarity,
recognition confidence, and recognition accuracy as
a function of exposure frequency [log ( f + 1 ) ] .
(From Moreland & Zajonc, 1977, Table 3. Ordinate
separately calibrated for each variable.) B. Mean
values of dependent variables, Yi, Yt, Ys, and Y>,
as a function of independent variable. (Hypothetical data were generated from a one-mediator model
with Y,, y<i, and Y, nonlinearly related to the
mediating variable, as shown in Equation 1.)
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one-mediator model of Equation 1 (with some Table 2
dependent variables nonlinearly related to the Hypothetical Example for One-Mediator
mediator), is shown in the upper portion of Nonlinear Model
Table 2. The correlation matrix was fit by
X
F,
means of LISREL to a linear one-mediator
model (b, c\, c2) and ca in Figure 1 were fixed
.69
.32
X
.39
.49
to zero). The residual correlations are shown
F,
.02
.32
.40
.51
F2
.26
-.02
-.02
below the diagonal in Table 2. Note that the
.37
F3
-.03
.04
-.02
.40
largest discrepancies in Table 2 are among
F4
-.02
.06
.08
-.02
variables F2, F3, and F4, which have nonlinearity (i.e., quadratic term, F2, in Equa- Note. X = independent variable; Yi through Yi
tion 1) in common. The residual correlation = dependent variables. Correlations are above diagbetween X and Fx is also positive, since the onal; residuals from one-mediator linear model are
best-fit single factor falls between F and F2. below diagonal. Note similarity of residuals to those
in Table 1.
This pattern of residuals is similar to that in
Table 1.
A one-mediator model can be fit to the hy- quency and liking are —.02 and .00 for Expothetical data perfectly if the residuals for periments 1 and 2, respectively.
Thus, the residual correlations from the
F2, Ya, and F4 are allowed to be correlated.
These correlations represent the shared non- linear one-mediator model may be attributed
linearity of these variables. The model in Fig- to shared nonlinearity of the recognition meaure 1 thus fits the hypothetical data perfectly sures. This interpretation is consistent with
with b set to zero, by allowing correlations the data shown in Figure 2A, with the pattern
d, c-2, and ca to be nonzero (the values of c of residuals in Table 1 (in which the largest
can be further constrained to satisfy Equation deviations involve recognition accuracy), and
with the fact that the one-mediator model
10 of Birnbaum & Mellers, 1979).
This example illustrates that even when with correlated errors provides a good fit to
data are constructed from a single-mediator the correlations. In sum, the one-mediator
model, if some variables are nonlinearly re- model remains a viable interpretation of the
lated, deviations from the model can appear Moreland and Zajonc (1977) data if it is
unless the model allows correlations among the allowed that the recognition measures are nonlinearly related to the other variables.
residuals for nonlinear variables.
Correlated Residual Model Fits Moreland
and Zajonc Data
The model that fits the hypothetical data
(Figure 2B) also achieves a good fit to the
Moreland and Zajonc (1977) data (Figure
2A). It is a special case of a one-mediator
model with nonzero correlations among the
errors in the recognition variables. The correlations among the residuals (Ci, c2, and c&)
may be given a response-bias, or "method,"
interpretation, since this model does not postulate any additional paths from stimulus
frequency to any of the variables, besides the
one via the recognition mediator (b is set to
zero). The residual correlations from this one
mediator model are quite small, the largest
deviation being .04 for both experiments. The
residual correlations between exposure fre-

Two-Mediator Model Not Required
The two-mediator model favored by Moreland and Zajonc (1979, Figure 1) yields the
theoretical correlation matrix shown in the
lower triangle of Table 3. The model is equivalent to Figure 1 of the present article with
Ci = c2 = cs set to zero. Table 3 shows that
if b = 0, each correlation can be represented
as the product of correlations with the mediating variable, subjective recognition. However,
with b > 0, the correlations between YI (liking) and the others increase, especially the
correlation between X and YI.
The hypothetical correlations generated
from a two-mediator model in the upper portion of Table 3 show that in principle, it is
possible to distinguish the two-mediator model
from the one-mediator model. Note that the
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Table 3
Theoretical Values for Two-Mediator Model
and Hypothetical Example

X
X

Y,

Y,

K3

F4

.75

.40
.60

.40
.60
.64

.40
.60
.64
.64

Y\

&1&2 "1" &

Y%
Y%

&1&Z
did 4

tluOs + bdid 3
ct20 -f- bd\d 4

Y\

&\Qb

C t2fle -(- bd\d 5

4

asa 4
asas

a4a6

Note. X = independent variable; Y\ through Y,
= dependent variables. Theoretical values are below diagonal. Hypothetical values above diagonal
are based on a\ = a^ = .5, OD = at = a& = .8, and
b = .5.

hypothetical correlations of frequency, liking,
and familiarity violate Equation 10 of Birnbaum and Mellers (1979), since .75/.40 =
1.88, which exceeds the limit set by 1/.60 =
1.67.1
Table 4 shows parameter estimates and an
index of fit for the various models under consideration, applied to data for Experiment 2
of Moreland and Zajonc (1977). To obtain
the predicted correlation between two variables, multiply the coefficients along each path
and sum these products over all distinct paths
connecting the two variables in Figure 1.
For example, for the one-mediator model, the
predicted correlation between stimulus exposure and rated affect is a\a^, or .61. For the
two-mediator model, the predicted value would
be flifla + b, or .66.
The two-mediator model shown in Figure
1 of Moreland and Zajonc (1979) is equivalent to the model in Figure 1, with c\ — c% =
c8 = 0. Because the models are mathematically identical, the index of fit in Table 4
("x2") is the same as reported by Moreland
and Zajonc (1979). 2 The largest residual for
the two-mediator model for Experiment 2 is
.13, between recognition confidence and recognition accuracy, a slight improvement over
the corresponding value of .18 for the onemediator model.3
The one-mediator model with correlated
errors provides a better fit to the data than
the two-mediator model, although it does not
postulate an additional path from exposure
to liking. The largest residual for this model

is only .04 for both experiments. The value
of x" is less than one sixth as large as that
for the two-mediator model. In addition, permitting b to be nonzero does not improve the
fit, once correlations are allowed among the
errors in the recognition measures (see last
column of Table 4).
In sum, the analyses provide no compelling
reason to reject the null hypothesis that b
in Figure 1 is zero. Therefore, the data do
not demonstrate the existence of another path
from stimulus exposure to liking apart from
1
The numerical example in Table 3 also illustrates
that the two-mediator model predicts a larger correlation between X and 7i than would be predicted
from the one-mediator model. According to the
one-mediator model

PXY,

(0|03) (Oj

-.-r~.-r
(o3Oi) (0305)

which reduces to OiOa. In contrast, the two-mediator theory with b > 0 predicts that the observed
correlation should exceed the value of pXYt from
Equation 2. For the values used in the hypothetical
example of Table 3, Equation 2 (the one-mediator
model) yields fxyl = (.40)(.60)(.64)/(.64) (.64) =
.375, which is only half as large as the table (twomediator model) value of p^yj^.75. When Equation 2 is applied to -the correlations of Moreland
and Zajonc (1977), the values of PXYI are .48 and
.81 for Experiments 1 and 2. The obtained values,
which by the foregoing should have been larger
than these values of fxft according to the twomediator theory, were only .42 and .66.
2
The model comparisons presented by Moreland
and Zajonc (1979) are based on chi-square values
that may have been inflated by the assumption that
by partialing out the main effect of subjects, the
sample of 40 subjects produced 400 independent
observations. However, repeated observations from
the same subjects should not be treated as if they
were independent. Since the computed chi-square
is directly proportional to the assumed number of
independent observations in each correlation, the
"X2" values reported should not be used for statistical inferences. The "x2" values reported here
are calculated using the same value (400) for the
sample size, only to provide an index that can be
compared with the accompanying article.
3
Moreland and Zajonc (1979) fixed the coefficient
of familiarity in both of their analyses even though
it was actually estimated from their data (see their
Footnote 2). As a consequence of this procedure
the correct dj for both models are 1 less than they
report.
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Table 4
Estimates of Parameters for Model Comparisons
Model
Variable

One mediator

Two mediator

ai

.82
.74
.74
.42
.57
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
5
83.58

.69
.26
.83
.44
.66
.48
(0)
(0)
(0)
4
38.99

fit 2
Oj

ou
as
i
c,
C2
C3

df
"x!"

One mediator
correlated errors

Two mediator
correlated errors

.86

.86
.72
.68
.38
.45
.04
.03
.25
.24
1
6.22

.77
.68
.37
.45
(0)
.04
.25
.25
2
6.22

Note. Based on data of Experiment 2 of Moreland and Zajonc (1977). Each entry represents estimated parameter as described in Figure 1, with restrictions imposed by the models. Values shown in parentheses are
fixed. Degrees of freedom (df) are 10 minus the number of estimated parameters. The values of et are redundant; for example for the one-mediator model, a can be computed from 1 — a,2. The "x2" is inflated and
should not be used for statistical tests, but represents an index of fit that can be compared with values
reported in the accompanying article.

an effect that could be mediated by stimulus
recognition.*
It is always preferable to choose among
theories on the basis of qualitative differences
in predictions for a variety of experimental
manipulations rather than on the basis of
small differences in an index of fit. Perhaps
evidence for a second mediator would occur
if a new variable could be found that could
potentially reverse the exposure effect, so that
repeated exposure could either increase or decrease liking (while increasing recognition),
depending on the value of the new variable.
A future study may provide sound evidence
that stimulus recognition does not mediate
the exposure effect. Until such evidence is
presented, however, it is premature to assert
that there are two independent effects of
stimulus exposure on liking.

correlated errors (Table 4). However, the
analyses do show that the null hypothesis of
one mediator remains a viable description of
the data of Moreland and Zajonc (1977), who
argued that there are two independent effects.
Perhaps the null hypothesis should be favored
by skeptics and the burden of proof be laid
upon those who would refute it.
4
Moreland and Zajonc (1979) argued that if a
single mediator explains their (1977) data, the
mediator may be named "affect" rather than "recognition." The name of a mediator is a matter of
definition that cannot be refuted by experiment.
However, any discussion of the proper label for a
single mediator is tangential to the original argument of Moreland and Zajonc (1977, p. 193). In
that article they stated that evidence of two independent effects of exposure on liking was required
to demonstrate that stimulus recognition is not
necessary to the exposure effect.

Conclusions
These analyses do not disprove the possible existence of unconscious affect, learning
without awareness, or subception. They do
not disprove the favored interpretation of
Moreland and Zajonc (1979), though the
one-mediator model with correlated errors fits
better than the two-mediator model without
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